
 

Worcester Learning Box 

Worcester Learning Box is for you 

to manage and organise your teaching 
materials. You can link to them from 

other places e.g. Blackboard, web 
pages etc. You can share them with 
others if you want to. 

Remove link 

No create account 

We may want HELP link 



 

Leave most recent items list 

We have logo of UW in many formats we can send you – might be an idea to have a changing 

picture - we will need to have copyright-free pictures of Worcester we have some at marketing 

dept here. 

  

User interface: 

 

No “Language” category in upload area (see notes below about tags)  

Change the word “document” to “file”  

 

Registration: 

 

Registration will be by University LDAP only 

 

Access: 

 

1. Private (not shared but “public” URL option available for author to use) 

2. Shared with users who have logins to the system (also with “public” URL available) 

3. Share with group/individual (again with “public” URL available) – maybe this is a later 

implementation option. 

4. Open to any sight visitor. (includes “public” url option) 

 

Technical Spec: 

 

Can we have a seamless link to our video upload tool “Release”? Not sure how this will work, 

but if you upload a video can it appear in both systems, or the link to it? Can sort this with 

meeting between S Hampton and Release team at UW. 

 

 

NOTES: 

OPEN URL As mentioned already we would like the url of each individual item to be open 

access. That is, if someone gives you the url of an item you can click on it and see the item. But 

for anyone visiting the web site normal access levels apply and people browsing/searching 

should not be able to get stuff they shouldn’t. And we need the individual url to be open for all 

resources i.e. not an option. On uploading an item tutors will choose “Private”, “Open to other 

registered (staff) users” or “Open access - available to all site visitors”. But these access levels 

relate to people visiting the site and looking at stuff via the search etc. Whatever access level is 

chosen, the individual urls should be open to anyone clicking on them. 

 

WHY? you ask. We need this in order that tutors can deliver their resources to students. Most 

tutors will put links to the individual resources in Blackboard, though others may put the links 

in websites, blogs, tweets, whatever. We would not want tutors to have to download each of 

their resources from the repository and then re-upload them back to some other system; the idea 

is that they can just put the links where they want the students to see them. 

 

IS IT SECURE? you say. Well nothing is 100% secure. Tutors who want to restrict student 

access, say, to students on their course, can put the item urls in Blackboard so only the right 

students can see them. So the tutor can have full control over student access for each item. We 

really don’t want to have to create student accounts on the repository with students having to 



log in to see resources as we would have to manage this and control which students are on 

which courses – too much to cope with. OK so students could “give away” the url to their 

friends, but equally, students can give away restricted resources from Language Box: they can 

just download them and give them to anyone they want. And of course the items would be open 

to Google searchers, but we do have open urls with our current repository and no-one has been 

too worried about this aspect. 

 

WHAT ELSE? Well, we have “issues” with the idea of “tags” since LanguageBox and Humbox 

users seem to be putting in keywords rather than categories. Hence you have more tag words 

than you do resources and each tag word has only one or two resources associated with it - you 

are not getting categories which make sense to people browsing looking for resources. It might 

just be a matter of re-naming the term “tags” or offering advice/training on the use of tags. And 

we still think we need some way of implementing the idea of communities since in an 

institutional repository the resources from different departments, course teams, project groups 

etc will be all mixed up. In both the above matters, since this is to be a Web2.0 style repository, 

it would be ideal if the users could create the categories and create the community names 

themselves rather than having the repository manager put in lists of categories and 

communities. But let’s have a think about this later! 

 

 

 


